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ORIGINALITY DESIGN SMART - AND BEAUTIFUL

User Manual
What's in the box

This is a new type of pet entertainment device, designed to amuse pets and encourage them to move and play. The owner can manually press the button or set the timing in the App to make the device put small pieces of food. Pets can not only get food through interactive feeding, but also exercise body and intelligence.

Not only that, but the owner can also see the real-time situations of the pets at any time through the App, even if the owner is not at home. We hope that this device can add fun to pets and free up the time and energy of the owners.
Description

Lid

Food barrel
- Volume: 0.5L
- Distance: horizontal 19.69inch~39.37inch
- The recommended food diameter is: 0.28 inch~0.59inch (food with a lot of powder is not supported as which is easy to get stuck)

Food outlet

Speaker

PTZ
- Pan: 0~355°

Suction cup
- Put the device on the table or the ground and press down to expel the air in the suction cup, so that the device will be fixed firmly. No matter how pets play with the device, it will not fall down.

SD card

Power
- DC 5V/2A

Cleaning hole
- Clean up with brush
Description

Feeding & Reset
• Press to release food
• Long press to reset

Status light
• Blinking red light: wait for net connection (slow) connecting the network (fast)
• Solid blue light on: camera is working correctly
• Solid red light on: camera is malfunctional

Lens
Microphone
1. Add food
Open the lid; add pet food into the food barrel, and the height of the food should not exceed the MAX line; put back the lid.
* The capacity of food barrel is 0.5L.
* The recommended food diameter is 0.28inch to 0.59inch. Food with a lot of powder or sticky food is not supported, as it is easy to get stuck.

2. Release food manually
1) Power on the device
2) Short press the "Feeding" button to release one food at a time. A serving of food is about 1~10, and the quantity will vary according to the size of the food. Generally, the horizontal projection distance of food is 19.69inch to 39.37inch
3. **Release food on schedule (by App)**

Download the App "CloudEdge" and add the device. Set up the feeding plan in the APP, and then the food will be automatically released regularly and quantitatively.

4. **Clean up**

Open the silicone plug of the cleaning hole, and then use the provided small brush to clean up.
CloudEdge is available for both iOS and Android operation system. Search the name "CloudEdge" in App Store or Google Play, or scan the QR Code to download the App.
Registration

Registration process

Step 1  Open the App, press “Sign up now” to register.
     If you already have an account, press “Log in” to log in.

Step 2  Input a legal Email address and check the privacy agreement.
     Then enter the nickname and password.
Device Adding

Step 3  Press "+" >> "Add Device", and select the corresponding camera icon to add.

Step 4  Power on the device and press "Next" on App.
Step 5  Reset the camera and press “Next” on App.
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Step 6  Select the WiFi network and input the password, and press "Next".

![Image of selecting WiFi network]

Note: 1) Camera only supports 2.4GHz WiFi network.
2) The number of bits in the SSID and passwords of the router should not exceed 24 digits.
Step 7 View the operation instructions of scanning, and then press “Next”. Scan the QR code in your phone with the camera and press “Next”, when the camera comes out “dong dong dong”. And you can complete the configuration about 30s.

Step 8 When connecting, you should make sure your router, mobile and camera are as close as possible.
Follow the on-screen instructions.

**Device Adding**

1. **Installation Guide**
   - Place camera and phone at the place of installation, press next to enter network diagnostic.

2. **Installation Guide**
   - Installation location: it is recommended to place a table lower than 1.5 meters to prevent pets from contacting.

3. **Installation Guide**
   - The recommended food diameter is 0.7cm - 1.5cm.

4. **Installation Guide**
   - The product shall prevail in kind.
   - Let pets see the food in the feeder.

5. **Installation Guide**
   - Feeder cleaning position.
Settings

Live view & Setting
In the live view interface, press " " , and you can enter setting interfaces and set up the device common functions.

Throw food
Rotate the PTZ to find a suitable angle, press and release the food bowl icon on the App to throw the food once.
Record and play sound

In the live view interface, press "One-press Calling" to play the sound to amuse the pet. You can also press "Sound Setting" in the live to select sound.
In the Sound Setting interface, you can press to record sounds you like.

Setting

In the live view interface, press "Regular Feeding" to set up feeding time and times.
Functions

Pan/Tilt
Rotate your camera by dragging the image in the app or using the arrows, for almost 360 degrees of vision.

Two-way audio
You will receive a call on your device when a visitor pushes the doorbell button. You can see, hear and speak to the visitor through the App if you answer.

Motion detection
Camera can detect movements and send you notifications and app alerts.

Humanoid detection
Support to filter invalid alarms caused by mosquitoes, leaves, light changes, etc. Generally, alarms are triggered only when human beings are detected, which greatly improving the accuracy of motion detection.

Barking detection
Camera will detect the barking and send you notifications and app alerts.

Record
Using SD card or Opening the Cloud-Storage Service, to keep recording for every moment.

Day & Night
Powerful night vision means no interruptions, even in complete darkness.
Q: Why can't the device release food?
A: Check whether the device is powered on; check whether the cleaning hole is blocked (if it is blocked, please change the food type); check whether the status light is normal; check whether the timing feeding function in the APP is turned on.

A: Check whether the network is connected. Try placing the camera close to the router. If it's not connected, reset the device and add it again.

Q: Why is it still in the list of devices after resetting?
A: The reset device only resets the network configuration of the camera, but cannot change the configuration on the App, to remove the camera, it must be deleted in the app.

Q: How can I connect the camera to a different router?
A: First remove and reset the device on the App and then configure the device again by the App.

Q: Why doesn't the device identify the SD card?
A: It is recommended to plug in the SD after when the power is off. Confirm whether the SD card is standard and the format is FAT32. The card cannot be identified if the Internet is not strong enough.

Q: Why aren't I receiving notifications on my phone?
A: Please confirm that the app is running properly on the phone. Also check that the reminder function is set on by pressing the settings icon and selecting "Notifications On". You may also need to confirm that notifications are enabled in your phone settings.
FCC STATEMENT:
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and
2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

Warning: Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.

NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:
• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

FCC Radiation Exposure Statement:
This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment. This equipment should be installed and operated with minimum distance 20cm between the radiator & your body.

WEEE Compliance
Correct Disposal of This Product (Waste Electrical&Electronic Equipment) (Applicable in countries with separate collection systems)
This marking on the product, accessories or literature indicates that the product and its electronic accessories should not be disposed of with other household waste at the end of their working life. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, please separate these items from other types of waste and recycle them responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. Household users should contact either the retailer where they purchased this product, or their local government office, for details of where and how they can take these items for environmentally safe recycling. Business users should contact their supplier and check the terms and conditions of the purchase contract. This product and its electronic accessories should not be mixed with other commercial wastes for disposal.
Warranty
• 18 Month Warranty
• Life-time Support

Note: This warranty is void if the defect is caused by
• Damage caused by force majeure.
• Accidental damage, misuse, abuse, neglect.
• Expired warranty period.

Email:
support@parisrhone.com
https://www.parisrhone.com/

Manufacturer: Shenzhen Aspiron Technology Company Limited
Address: 3rd Floor, Yiben Building, No.1063 Chaguang Road, Xili Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

Made in China
Questions or Concerns?
support@parisrhone.com